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What is it?

Data sheet

SMART RAIL SAFETY | REAL TIME TRESPASS

Developed from technology widely
deployed on large rail networks, our
modular system integrates a
range of sensors together with AI
classification algorithms to reliably
detect potentially life-threatening or
disruptive trespass incidents. The
technologies embedded with the
system can differentiate between
trespass and other events, such as
trains, track equipment and animals. It
will also recognize authorised site
workers by their safety clothing.

Sensitive in low light conditions, our
stand-alone solution can operate
remotely without access to power or
WiFi. For greater situational awareness,
the system will continuously monitor
pre-defined areas around railway
platforms, including trackside areas
adjacent to any platform.
Security personnel are quickly notified
of any incidents via email or text,
including a description of the trespasser.
If required, the system retains forensic
evidence for prosecution.

Trespass & person on track
prevention/monitoring 
Suicide prevention
 Fly tipping prevention
Fare evasion
Onboard behaviour monitoring 
Loitering
Assistance for wheelchair users 
Monitoring left items
Passenger counting

AI capability executed in the camera, no
need for cloud connection.
The Camera can monitor the scene for a
wide range of objects and behaviours.
Uses standard machine learning tools,

Camera software can be managed by the

 Low power consumption, suitable for

Supplied with powerful, fully featured,

Potential use cases for the camera include:

Benefits:

no upfront licence or minimum quantities.

client when security is paramount.

remote installations

Video Management System.
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With our SC-01A AI empowered smart camera it is possible to do advanced
analytics at the edge. Utilising a 1/2” CMOS active pixel image sensor array
the SC-01A has a maximum resolution 8 MP and provides outstanding
details in challenging environments.

The aluminium housing allows for the system to run in harsh environments.
With SC-01A’s on-board AI co-processor, advanced and bespoke analytics
can provide alarms and meta-data to our advanced visual surveillance
system or other ONVIF enabled products.

The SC-01A has a simple but secure web application which enables quick
setup.

l 8MP resolution at 24fps l l 1/2” sensor
l Electronic image stabilisation
Bespoke CNN models which include the ability to detect people, luggage,
trains and many other objects.
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